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By using techniques such as mathematical modeling to analyze complex circumstances, 
predictive analytics gives executives the power to make more effective decisions and 
build more productive systems based on: 
• More complete data 
• More comprehensive analysis of this data 
• Consideration of all available options 
• Careful predictions of cost outcomes and estimates of risk 
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Parametric model inputs are typically preset to default, industry average values.  It’s a 
great starting point, but we should fine tune our estimate to reflect a particular 
organization’.  Calibration helps us do that fine tuning as an ESSENTIAL V&V tool.   
  
Calibration refines our estimate accuracy, we leverage existing information on similar 
projects.   
Calibration also benchmarks the organization’s actual experience, for comparing to the 
industry average, performing trend analysis, or “ghosting” the competition.  
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Upcoming Webinar: 9 July:  “Leveraging Historical Data in Affordability Analysis” 
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Here’s an example for the following notional Software Development data in Excel.  
  
In blue are the project names and SW components delivered.  
In green are the two key TruePlanning for Software (“True-S”) inputs, derived by 
calibration of the gray actuals. 
In yellow are component Key Performance Parameter scores. 
 
{Note:  these KPPs could have been KSAs or any other measure of requirements for 
past/future deliveries.} 
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Again, the goal is to perform Predictive Analytics to determine a method for best 
justifying cost driver-inputs as a function of KPPs {or KSAs}.   
 
Certainly, we can estimate sufficiently using PRICE’s knowledgebase and True-S 
estimating models.   
 
HOWEVER, we also have the above relevant program histories to leverage.  The 
challenge (typical at early stage, e.g., NASA Phase-A) is the estimator ONLY knows 
mission requirements without yet an adequate description of product/functional 
requirements and detailed architecture. 
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Our job is to fine-tune the use of True-S models by best applying knowledge from KPPs 
to predict key drivers, in this case above Functional Complexity.  
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Assuming we know the future program’s scores (and again, the only quantified 
understanding of new requirements), the solution is to perform regression analysis of 
the calibrated values of functional complexity versus their associated  KPP scores as 
candidate predictors.  Certainly, a simple bivariate regression is feasible.   
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But why stop at linear regression?  Use the new TrueFindings application to produce a 
most appropriate CER using multiple regression.  
The result will look like this equation, with associated residual plot and statistical-
significance metrics— 
 Functional Complexity = 0.449 * KPP#1 + 0.468 * KPP#2 - 81.39 
 
We now have a linear model that predicts Functional Complexity based on KPPs.  
Specifically, it suggests that this key True-S input driver is best predicted by KPP#1 and 
KPP#2.  In fact, any additional KPP predictors are not statistically-significant, per 
inspection of the ANOVA p-values. 
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Appreciate that we can indeed take advantage of relevant calibrated comparables (i.e., 
knowledge) to produce defendable estimates tied directly to parametric modelling 
drivers that are based (only!) on early-stage requirements.   
 
Today, the latter were expressed as KPP (or KSA) scores.  For you, the pool of candidate 
predictors can be any metric.  Essentially, you can not only develop a calibration 
knowledgebase; you can now also leverage the latter to best fine-tune TruePlanning 
reflecting your requirement metrics. 
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What’s important to realize is the predicted values from an equation “Finding” are now 
immediately available within TruePlanning.  By deriving equations (hopefully based on 
calibrated data), you are essentially creating your own custom-calculator, as a pre-
processor to our knowledgebase algorithms! 
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This repeatable process allows us to perform Predictive Analytics to develop a method 
(i.e., a data-driven CER) that fine tunes TruePlanning for Software input driver(s) as a 
function of requirements, in this example KPPs.  {Of course, the same process would 
apply for analyzing Hardware inputs.}   
 
In either case, you can leverage a calibrated knowledgebase based on your data to best 
fine-tune TruePlanning reflective of your past and future requirement metrics.   
 
Calibrating past knowledge and leveraging those calibrations is the essence of model 
V&V.  Questions? 
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